
La Shoah- Holocaust  Lesson Plan 
France & the Holocaust- survivors' stories, paths through Europe and Genocide 
 

Teacher Name: Josh Schulhoff 

Collaborators: Greg Metcalf- ITRT & librarians 

  Simon Sibelman- Richmond Holocaust Museum  

Lesson Title: France & the Holocaust- survivors' stories, paths through Europe and Genocide 

Target Grade/Subject: FRENCH levels 3, 4, AP 

Length: 5 classes spread out throughout the year to finish a total unit consisting of the 5 lesson    

             components 

 

 

Summary:  In an effort to take the French learning experience away from the walls of the classroom and 

relate it to the world in which we live, as well as support house bill HB2409 and Virginia Sol's, I venture 

to expose the French language students to the concepts found in the realm of the Holocaust. The five 

lessons within this unit take advantage of the 4 modes utilized in a foreign language classroom in order to 

achieve fluency in the target language. These modes include Reading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking. 

 

As this lesson is an ongoing unit being completed second semester of ’10-’11, as exemplars are 

completed by students, they will be located at this address: 

http://teachers.henrico.k12.va.us/deeprun/schulhoff_j/h21studentartifacts 

 

 

Essential questions or objectives:    

Guiding Questions:                         Lesson 1: What is the effect of tyranny on people? 

                                            Lesson 2: How do laws affect a people's hate and tolerance? 

      Lesson 4 is a mid unit culmination activity without a specific question.  

        Lesson 3: How do life's experiences mold an individual? 

        Lesson 5: What is the result of perfection? 

 

 

Resources: 

A copy of the book Yaourtu la tortue  by Dr. Seuss- details listed below 

A copy of the movie  “Au Revoir Les Enfants”- details below 

A computer with internet access 

My background information for the professor located at the end of each lesson section.  

Technology Used: 

Websites used for students to create product:  

edu.glogster.com  

prezi.com 

toondoo.com 

voicethread.com 

Survivor story videos are located at : http://www.memorialdelashoah.org/ 

 

http://teachers.henrico.k12.va.us/deeprun/schulhoff_j/h21studentartifacts
http://www.memorialdelashoah.org/


Resource details: 

Au Revoir Les Enfants. Dir. Louis Malle. 1987. Orion Classics. Videiocassette, DVD. 

Dr Seuss. Yaourtu la tortue. Bourge, France: Tardy Quercy S.A., 1986. Print. ISBN 2 211 022 02 2 

“Lutin poche de l’ecole des loisirs” 

Dr. Sibelman, Simon, et al. “All.” Teacher Education Institute Notebook Summer 2010 (2010): n. pag. Print. 

Notebook can be found at the Virginia Holocaust Museum in Richmond, VA 

“French Standards of Learning.” Virginia Department of Education. N.p., Feb. 2007. Web. 9 July 2010. 

<http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED498210.pdf>. 

 

Lesson Development: 

Lesson 1: An introduction to topic:  

Yaourtu la tortue- The French version of Yertle the turtle 

Guiding Question: What is the effect of tyranny on people? 

The students are introduced to Yaourtu the turtle in order to expose the students to terms like 

Greed, dictatorship, expansion, Tyranny, uprising, disregard. The modes used in this lesson 

include: reading- students read the text itself 

       listening- students will hear the text read 

       writing-   students will create their own character analysis and will create their own    

           stories form the book illustrations  

       speaking- Sharing their stories and do the students connect with a certain turtle and             

                       discussion of where in history there have been examples of Yaourtus and Macks  

Writing/Speaking expansion: Before reading and discussing the story. I have given the students 

the illustrations from the book. They pair up and will write their own story using the illustrations 

as cues. Before reading the actual story, students will share the stories they have created with the 

class. After reading the actual book, we can then compare and contrast the cues they picked up 

on from the illustrations and expand on ideas. 

 

After the book discussion and character analysis, the students should be able to pull examples of 

fictional characters or historical figures and organize them into different character roles. The 

ultimate and “goal example” being Hitler, as a person in history that represents Yaourtu. This is 

the opener/segway into the holocaust topic.  

 

French Standards of Learning: FIV.1, FIV.2  

Background notes: The rise and fall of Hitler as Yertle- 

Hitler’s views and outlooks played on societal stereotypes and fears. His persuasive speeches 

rallied a nation. He would push just enough and see the reaction of the people and then, in 

response, push some more or change tactics. An example was “Krisallnacht,” where he realized 

that the people couldn't handle outright violence, disorder and destruction so blatantly. The 

original thought was that Hitler could be controlled as Chancellor but that turned out to be a false 

notion. He took over, everything going through him and then he “got rid” of the people that 

originally backed him. He wanted no voices to threaten his control.    



Lesson 2: a film- Au Revoir les Enfants 

Guiding Question: How do laws affect a people's hate and tolerance?  

     The students are introduced to the aspect of the righteous as an exception to the rule. Au 

Revoir les Enfants is a French film which documents the friendship that develops between a 

hidden Jewish boy and a young catholic school boy. The students will have the opportunity to see   

some of what life was like for the Jewish people and the repercussions faced for those who 

attempted to help them. They will also see the rampant treachery committed by their neighbors 

through those that turned in Jews that were in hiding. Students will, using the listening mode, 

hear the dialogue and comprehend the scenes along with classroom discussion in order to create 

a written dissertation. They will have the choice between two topics to show their level of 

comprehension of topics presented within the film: 

        A. Analyze the friendship that develops between the two main characters Julien Quentin and 

  Jean Bonnet. 

        B. What would have happened if Joseph had not turned in the Jews? How could the   

             situation with Joseph and the cook have been handled differently?  Could it have been    

             avoided? What would you have done with Joseph and the cook if you were the School  

             headmaster.   

French Standards of Learning: FIV.3, FIV.4  

Background Notes: The treaty of Versailles was a document that stipulated how Germany was to 

make war reparations to Europe and the Allies as well as its relinquishing of territories. Many 

Germans felt that the treaty was unfair which fueled resentment and a desire for retribution.         

Hitler used Germany's loss in WWI to his advantage by blaming it on certain aspects of 

weaknesses on the “home front.” The establishment of the Nuremberg laws in 1935 deprived 

jews of citizenship and defined who is a Jew. Jews were therefore without passports or papers to 

enable them to flee the country. There were further laws made like the Law for the Protection of 

German Blood and Honor which further restricted Jews and even established laws for relations 

between “desired German citizens” and Jews. What was going on that led to these Jews having to 

go into hiding? Leading up to the Nuremberg laws, Jews were actively alienated through 

exclusion from health plans, civil services, and limitation placed on education of Jewish children. 

All of these actions result in Jews going into hiding. Beginning in October of 1940 France had 

similar laws that impacted Jews in occupied and “free” France known as the Statut des Juifs  - 

this would allow for the opportunity to compare Germany’s racial laws with those imposed by 

France.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3: Shoah interview- the survivor's stories  

Guiding Question: How do life's experiences mold an individual? 

 

     Before moving on in the unit, in order for the students to be able to put faces to the travesties 

that were committed during the Holocaust as well as hear things that only survivors’ stories can 

really relate. Through the website http://www.memorialdelashoah.org/, I will print out the textual 

survivor stories to discuss in class. We will first discuss the vocabulary and general 

comprehension before the students go to the next step which would be watching one of an 

individual survivor videos on their own. At present, there are 28 videos of French Holocaust 

survivors that last about 2 hours each. Students will take notes on the interview in order to 

produce a biography of sorts which they will use to create a visual in order to introduce the class 

to their survivor and his or her story. This lesson will cover all 4 modes of communication. At the 

end the discussion will be geared toward why these stories need to be heard- education to support 

tolerance and to combat denial to be certain that something like the holocaust does not happen 

again. This also ties into the French motto “liberté, égalité, fraternité” 

Student project directions: 

Survivor Story Project: 

Address for survivor videos: http://www.ressources-audiovisuelles.memorialdelashoah.org/ 

From the drop down list select – the two bold sections from below for each grouping of survivor 

stories. 

You should peruse the biographies of each of the 28 individuals and select your top 3 choices so 

that we can reconvene and everyone will have a different person to present. 

You are charged with watching the interviews and then introducing your person’s survivor story 

to the class. You should use a visual with your presentation- for example- a glog on glogster 

which shows the tracks of your survivor through Europe with images and other representations 

of their story. 

      

Drop down list choice: Témoignages: Derniers Témoins: 

 

1. Charles Baron, l’enfant rescapé de huit camps 2’26’44 

2. Henri Borlant, Un adolescent à Auschwitz 2’20’54 

3. Ida Grinspan, Jái pas pleuré 1’43’15 

4. Irène hajos, la Hongrie et la triste musique des camps 2’16’37 

5. Jacques Goldzstein, le miraculé de Lutétia 2’32’44  

6. Yvette Levy- deported just before liberation 2’17’04 

7. Maxi Libaratie – marocains … 1’15’34 

8. Marceline Loridan-Ivens 3’13’45 

9. Madeleine Goldzstein 2’39’56 

10. Charles palanet 650 days in hell 3’54’37 

11. Hélène Persitz 3’02’17 

12. Samuel Pisar 1’41’22 

13. Paul Shaffer- since there was nothing left to hope for 1’12’53 

 

Drop down list choice: Témoignages: shoah Foundation 

14. Milo Adoner  sheissekommando de Birkenau 2’19’29 

15. Hélène Broda- never without her sister 2’11’03 

http://www.memorialdelashoah.org/
http://www.ressources-audiovisuelles.memorialdelashoah.org/


16. Ruth Fayon 1’27’21 

17. Maurice Livartowski 1’57’31 

18. Georges Loigner 3’13’51 

19. Sonia Melviez 2’37’30 

20. Léon Pliakov 1’27’17 

21. Paul Sobol – belge 2’53’28 

22. Serge Klarsfeld 3’36’41 l’orphelin devenu chasseur de Nazis 

23. Otto Klein- twin guinea pig of dr. mengel 1’26’30 

24. Denise Siekrski 4’44’09 

25. Simone Veil 2’51’27 

26. Félix Dratwa 2’12’10 

27. Paule Andriesse 1’57’52 

28. Charles Schulman – ghetto polonaise to Buchenwald 1’56’16 

 

 

French Standards of Learning: FIV.3, FIV.4  

Background notes: What I learned in this area is not as tangible as in the other lessons. I'd like to 

share the story of Alex Lebenstein as my example project. The obituary printed in the Richmond 

times dispatch is included below for background information. I'd like to touch on the hatred he 

harbored and the anger he had for so long. I'd like to discuss his reaction to being invited back 

and then consequential usage of “the children as a medicine, his first injection and it was 

painful.” his return to his village resulted in the renaming of his middle school in his honor and 

to promote an anti-racism message. I'd also like to tell some of my experiences with the survival 

panel. The tears in response to their tremendous patriotism, being asked to stand and sing “God 

Bless America.” There are certain phrases that ring in my ears like- “you can buy things, touch 

things, we couldn't do that,” “is this is it? They are going to blow this place up with us inside, we 

are going to die.”   

 

“Holocaust survivor Alexander Lebenstein dies at 82” 

By Ellen Robertson 

Published: January 29, 2010  Richmond Times Dispatch 

http://www2.timesdispatch.com/news/2010/jan/29/alobgat28_20100128-230402-ar-13510/ 

 
      When Alexander Lebenstein boarded the ship in Europe that would take him to a new life in the United States in 

1947, he was an angry, raw young man. He was the only survivor among members of 19 Jewish families who had 

been living in his native Haltern am See, Germany, in 1938, and who experienced the Nazi Holocaust of World War 

II.  

      He lost his home, his mother and father, his possessions and, nearly, his life. When he returned to Haltern at 

war's end, his childhood friends, many of whom became Nazis, made it clear they still wanted the town Jude frei -- 

Jew-free. He swore he never would return to Germany. As his life moved from Richmond to Miami to New York 

and back to Richmond, the hate was so great that he stopped speaking and reading in German. He had fantasies of 

bombing Haltern, he said in a 1987 Richmond Times-Dispatch interview. However in 1994, he had a change of heart 

after two girls from the Haltern middle school wrote asking him to come and to help them understand what the 

Holocaust was like. 

     "They said, 'We want to hear from you what really happened. We don't think our grandparents are telling us the 

real story,'" said his son, David Lebenstein of New York. He returned in 1995, and his experience with the children 

transformed him. Through sharing his story, he found that he, the children and their families began to heal. When he 

visited Haltern in 1995, the sincerity of schoolchildren, who felt guilt and pain as the result of their families' wartime 

persecution of Jews, profoundly moved him. 

http://www2.timesdispatch.com/news/2010/jan/29/alobgat28_20100128-230402-ar-13510/


     "These students are not guilty of having done anything wrong," he said in a later interview. "And I am not guilty 

of doing anything wrong. But both of us are suffering." Six days after his 11th birthday in 1938, the Nazi 

persecution of Jews turned violent as mobs attacked Jewish homes, synagogues, cemeteries and businesses on 

Kristallnacht, "the Night of Broken Glass." The Nazis beat the Lebensteins, who watched neighbors enter their home 

and throw their possessions out of the windows. They hid in their garden, in a cemetery, in the basement of a hotel, 

but the Nazis found them and incarcerated them in a ghetto. From there, the Nazis sent them to a concentration camp 

in Riga, Latvia, where his father, Natan Lebenstein, died of tetanus. His mother, Charlotte, was believed to have died 

in a massacre in the Rumbula Forest. Mr. Lebenstein, who circulated through several more concentration camps, 

was days away from dying of typhus when Russian troops liberated him in 1945. 

      "Although in private he suffered greatly, on the outside you would never know it," Jay M. Ipson, executive 

director and founder of the Virginia Holocaust Museum, said in an e-mailed statement. The man whom the Nazis 

forced from school after the fourth grade "loved children and education and was an advocate for acceptance. He 

traveled throughout the commonwealth at his own expense in order to educate children against hate and bullying," 

Ipson said. He became involved with the Virginia Holocaust Museum as a docent and speaker. He wrote a book, 

"The Gazebo," that chronicled his Holocaust experience. His relationship with the German school, as well as 

Haltern, blossomed. The Haltern school was renamed in his honor and its name bears the legend "fights racism with 

courage." The school procured a railroad cattle car, which it opened as a Holocaust memorial. Mr. Lebenstein 

received an apology from the town and was named an honorary Haltern citizen, an honor not bestowed on anyone in 

50 years.  

     Tina Erwin Kirschenbaum, former Haltern mayor, said in an e-mail: "Haltern am See has suffered a great loss. 

The town has lost the man who did so much for the idea of tolerance through education; a charismatic figure who 

was able to inspire adults and students alike, a man who despite all the atrocities he had to go through during the 

Nazi regime had the strength and the power to come back to the town of his birth to establish a bridge over troubled 

water; a man who created hope and courage for a better future."  

     His friend Miriam Davidow said that Mr. Lebenstein spoke for the millions who perished in the Holocaust, "but 

Alex also taught us about living, taking strength from the ashes and asking, not demanding, each of us to make the 

world a better place, to care about one another, to help one another to be 'our brother's keeper.' 

 

 

Lesson 4: Graphic novel components of Holocaust life 

 

     Students have, by this point, seen for themselves what the Holocaust really was and what it 

entailed. We will brainstorm French words that relate to the Holocaust ie. greed, segregation, 

hate, torture, fear, work, genocide, fleeing, etc... Students will use this vast set of words in order 

to create their own story of the Holocaust. Their stories will be focused on only one area of the 

Holocaust. This focus could be on the camps themselves, Kristallnacht, the ghettos, the 

liberation, Nuremberg,  the treaty of Versailles and the German repercussions, the “Statut des 

Juifs,” etc. Using an online comic creator program such as toondoo.com or edu.glogster.com, 

prezi.com , or voice thread, students will use some of the images that I have previously loaded 

into the gallery that are Holocaust themed and images found on their own to make their own 

graphic novel which exemplifies their topic.  

French Standards of Learning: FIV.2, FIV.4, FIV.5  

Background notes: This lesson is a culminating activity that brings together many of the things 

that we have covered up until this point. This will enable students to research a particular aspect 

of our discussions in order to go into greater detail about one specific area and use that gained 

knowledge to produce their own creative work/expression. As far as camps in France, one of the 

largest in Europe was in France. It was located at Rivesaltes near Perpigan. There was also the 

”antechamber de la mort” which was at Drancy in the Paris suburbs. France had its own trials as 

well, for example Robert Brasillach who was the only collaborator found guilty and hanged.   

 

 



Lesson 5:  Modern Genocide in the Francophone world 

 

Guiding Question: What is the result of perfection? 

 

     Relating to the present world, I have chosen an up and coming genocide located in the 

democratic republic of Congo and Rwanda. Being a francophone countries, these areas are very 

much tied to the French language and culture. We will discuss the 8 stages of genocide to 

determine whether or not the students believe that what is going on in Congo and Rwanda are  

genocides and break them up into the blocks that are the genocide's stages. Students will divided 

into groups and each group will be given the task to discuss and determine what aspects of the 

situations in the Congo and Rwanda fit into which stages.  A visual representation of their 

determinations will be submitted in the form of a Glogster poster or 3d powerpoint online 

presentation. 

 

French Standards of Learning: FIV.1, FIV.6 FIV.8  

Background notes: Genocide was a term first used by Raphael Lemkin in the early 30's.  

Genocide can be characterized by 8 stages. It is important to note that not all 8 stages are 

required to have a genocide. The stages include: 

Stage 1: Classification 

Stage 2: Symbolization 

Stage 3: Dehumanization 

Stage 4: Organization 

Stage 5: Polarization 

Stage 6: Preparation 

Stage 7: Extermination 

Stage 8: Denial   

A background on Rwanda: Rwanda was originally controlled by Germany who then gave control 

over to the Belgians. Rwanda consisted of two tribes which had lived together for centuries. One 

tribe, the Tutsi, was deemed to be slightly elevated in status over the larger tribe, the Hutu. When 

the Belgians took over, they allowed the Tutsi minority to control the Hutu. Eventually the 

Rwandans wanted independence. Prior to this independence, in an effort to maintain control, the 

Belgian government switched and supported the Hutu majority as the governing authority over 

the Tutsi. Many Tutsi were killed or forced out of Rwanda. Finally the Belgian government 

relinquished control over Rwanda and got rid of the monarchy system and established elections. 

The two tribes have been fighting since.  Rebellious factions promote killing people based on 

their tribe affiliation.  
 

Evaluation Procedure: 

Assessment of objectives:  The student activities for each Lesson are included in each lesson section. 

Provided here is a summary of student products produced throughout the Unit: 

Lesson 1: Group Graphic organizer of examples of Dictators and people who stand up for   

                 themselves through history and fiction  

Lesson 2: From the Film, a written dissertation of the analysis of the friendship between the two  

                 main characters or the outcome of the situation with Joseph the cook 

Lesson 3: Survivor story notes taken, Biography visual presentation. 

Lesson 4: Student’s graphic novels 

Lesson 5: Group visuals of genocide  

Each teacher can share their expectations as they see fit- whether by hand out. I will be communicating 

my expectations via a rubric schoolspace document. 

 


